Innovation in
Product Design
Iruelas Valley, Spain
Electronics for Imaging Inc. (“EFI”)
is a global technology company leading
the transformation of analog to digital
imaging with its printer and inkjet ink
technologies and productivity software.
As an innovator in the digital inkjet ink
technology space, EFI has been driven
by a passion to help its customers save
energy, reduce costs, and minimize waste
and carbon footprints.

Energy Efficient ‘Cool Cure’ LED
In 2012, EFI’s research and development team in Ypsilanti, Michigan, combined new higher-power
LED lamps with nitrogen blanketing systems, enabling high-quality output that could not be
achieved with UV LED wide-format printing. This ‘cool cure’ technology creates up to an 82%
reduction in energy usage for wide- and super-wide format inkjet printing and allows for printing
on thinner and lighter substrates that can cost between 20-40% less. Additionally, UV LED lamps
can last for years, reducing waste and replacement costs for customers.
Since their launch, EFI UV LED printers have earned every major printing technology award. EFI Ink
CTO Paul Edwards is a finalist for the 2021 Printing United Joe Clarke Innovator Award for his work
creating EFI’s “cool cure” LED platform.

Water-Based UV Ink
EFI is innovating on water-based technologies in the packaging, industrial textile, industrial building
materials and display graphics technologies. These inks provide numerous environmental benefits
including:
•

Reduced Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs): Lower amount of organic component formula
translates into a reduction of more than 90% of VOC emissions to the atmosphere

•

Reduction of carbon emissions by an average of 73% contributing to a lowered carbon footprint

•

Improved health and safety standards: Reduction of chemical solvents used for cleaning for
a more sustainable manufacturing process

Reforestation Initiative
All data and information on this slide is provided by EFI. Siris
does not make any representation or warranty, express or
implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the information.

For every new single-pass printer sold, EFI committed to plant 17 trees: a symbolic number that
is equivalent to approximately three tons of CO2 emissions. Over six months into this project,
EFI has planted close to 1,500 trees, helping reduce their customers’ overall carbon footprint. 1
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Putting
People First
Travelport LP (“Travelport”)
is a technology company that makes
the experience of buying and managing
travel continually better for everyone.
It operates a travel commerce platform
providing distribution, technology,
payment and other solutions for the
global travel and tourism industry.
In 2019, Travelport began a cultural
transformation to become the partner
of choice for the travel industry’s game
changers and encouraged travel agencies
to consider the demand for sustainable
tourism. Travelport’s focus on putting
people first has driven this vision,
culminating in the launch of its Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion initiative: Count Me
In.
All data and information on this slide is provided by Travelport.
Siris does not make any representation or warranty, express or
implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the information.

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion: Count Me In
Travelport adjusted its Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion approach to remove inequity and bias from its
key processes and day-to-day interactions to become a truly diverse workforce and inclusive place
to work. In June 2021, Travelport launched its Count Me In survey, a global survey covering Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion baselining. In this and other employee pulse surveys, Travelport found that:
•

93% of employees believe that Travelport is committed to creating an inclusive workplace for all

•

92% of employees are proud to work for Travelport

Travelport brought Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion to the forefront of focus through creating a Global
Diversity Council, hosting a diversity speaker series for employees to bring in third-party perspectives
on a range of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion topics, conducting employee trainings on topics such as
unconscious bias and micro-behaviors, and leveraging specialized recruiting mediums to target
diverse pools of candidates.

Certified Sustainable Holidays Search Engine
In September 2020, Travelport launched an initiative to allow travel agencies to search free
of charge for over 3,500 certified sustainable holiday offers. Travelport only accepts leading
certifications recognized by the Global Sustainable Tourism Council, which evaluates offers
on socio-economic, cultural, and environmental aspects as well as sustainable management.
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Ensuring
Accessibility
and Workplace
Flexibility
Digital River Inc. (“Digital River”)
is a leading provider of e-commerce
solutions. Companies of all sizes rely
on Digital River’s multi-tenant SaaS
commerce, payments and compliance
services to manage and grow their online,
direct-to-consumer businesses.
With an organizational culture of service,
Digital River and its employees have
historically come together to serve
charitable organizations throughout its
community. With the onset of the COVID19 pandemic, Digital River’s “Digital First”
approach has focused on giving its
workers flexibility and digital equity for
Minnesota’s youth in need of tech
equipment for school.1

1.

Minnesota Computers for Schools Tech Donation Drive

All data and information on this slide is provided by Digital River.
Siris does not make any representation or warranty, express or
implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the information.

Top Workplace for Flexibility
In July 2021, Digital River won a national award “Culture of Excellence” for work life flexibility. Digital
River has taken a “Digital First” approach coming out of the pandemic and allows its employees to
work remotely. This not only provides great flexibility for their employees, but it will also reduce their
overall carbon footprint by limiting commutes to work. In addition, In June 2021, Digital River was
named one of the Top Workplaces by the Star Tribune.

Philanthropy
Through its employee donation matching program, in 2020 Digital River and its employees
contributed over $46,000 to charitable organizations including the World Food Programme,
United Way Global, and organizations supporting populations experiencing civil unrest. This past
year, Digital River and its team have contributed to COVID-19 relief efforts in India and have
supported victims of flooding in Germany.

Community Engagement
In June 2021, Digital River’s Minnetonka, Minnesota office hosted a drive through tech drop-off with
Minnesota Computers for Schools, a nonprofit organization that provides digital equity to students
across Minnesota. Together, the team donated 1,137 pounds of tech to be refurbished and given
to Minnesota schools and students in need of tech equipment.
Over the years, Digital River’s employees have hosted food drives for Second Harvest, glasses drives
for the Lions Club, blanket drives, and donated Thanksgiving meals to local charities.

Dedicated D&I Leadership
In 2019, Digital River engineer Arthur Nuñez co-founded an employee-led D&I council with the
mission of empowering all employees and embedding D&I into the company’s strategy and culture.
Building on the success of the D&I council, Digital River brought on Sarah O’Donnell as the company’s
first dedicated Diversity & Inclusion Officer in May 2021.
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Environmental Management

Community
Support and the
Environment
Mavenir Inc. (“Mavenir”)
is the telecommunication industry’s
only end-to-end, cloud native software
provider focused on a vision of a single,
software-based automated network that
runs on any cloud.
While Mavenir has been working on the
consideration of ESG topics in its
operations for a few years, in 2020 and
2021 Mavenir has increased its focus on
reducing its environmental impact and
improving the transparency of its external
environmental sustainability reporting.
With the COVID-19 pandemic and the
devastating 2nd wave in India, Mavenir
put enormous efforts into providing
critical support to its employees, their
families and communities.
All data and information on this slide is provided by Mavenir.
Siris does not make any representation or warranty, express or
implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the information.

Mavenir is ensuring that appropriate environmental management occurs not only within its own
operations but also across its supply chain. Mavenir’s primary equipment suppliers are ISO14001
certified, and have active objectives to reduce electricity consumption, improve recycling, and
heighten monitoring. For its corporate operations, Mavenir is committed to reducing its carbon
footprint, becoming more energy efficient, and increasing transparency on its environmental
sustainability journey. Mavenir participates in the following external reporting and third-party
audit programs for its corporate social responsibility and environmental initiatives:
•

United Nations Global Compact

•

Ecovadis

•

Global Reporting Initiative

•

Avetta

•

Carbon Disclosure Project

•

QuEST Sustainability

Community Support: COVID-19 Relief
In June 2021, Mavenir and its employees partnered to support its colleagues in India as well
as their families and communities in the fight against COVID-19 with telemedicine access, oxygen
concentrators, and PPE. 60 employee volunteers managed 24x7 hotlines for employees to request
assistance in finding ICU beds, concentrators, and other forms of social assistance. At a time when
vaccine access had not opened in the country, Mavenir conducted 11 vaccination drives across
India, administering over 1,500 doses of vaccine to employees and their family members.
In addition, Mavenir launched a Covid-relief giving campaign, where its employees raised over
$14,000 to provide medical kits to vulnerable communities, run a grocery drive for communities
fighting hunger, and support a vaccine drive to reach rural communities.

Virtual Volunteering Partnership
Mavenir’s virtual volunteering partnership pilot with Goodera focused on environment, education,
and disability. Over 200 volunteers participated in a series of 11 virtual volunteering events to give
back to the community. Through events like audio book recording for the visually impaired Mavenir
was able to impact over 1,000 audiences across the country. Similarly, Mavenir employees provided
their expertise to support digital content including learning aids for kids and promotional materials
for NGOs that reached over 350 beneficiaries.

230

Volunteers

16

Events

500+

Direct and

1000+

4.5/5

Average
Rating

100+

Volunteer
Hours

8

Nonprofit
Organizations

Indirect Beneficiaries
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Commitment to
Making a Positive
Difference
Diversity and Inclusion
Constant Contact Inc.
(“Constant Contact”) provides a cloudbased marketing platform that enables
SMBs to create and track personalized
marketing campaigns fueled by datadriven insights.
Constant Contact is committed to building
a culture where everyone can share ideas,
thrive, and make a positive difference.
This commitment has underpinned
Constant Contact’s focus on diversity
and inclusion, volunteerism, and
advocation for safe usage of the internet.

With the implementation of its CARES Philosophy, Constant Contact is working to celebrate,
advocate, respect, educate and support its employees to foster a more inclusive working
environment. Constant Contact has launched 10 employee affinity groups, including an employeeled IMPACT group that provides a support network for LGBTQIA+ employees and allies, created
a Leadership Diversity Council and provides a monthly diversity newsletter and programming.
Managers and employees receive education and training on inclusive leadership and unconscious
bias, and create LGBTQIA+ safe zones to help foster Diversity and Inclusion at Constant Contact.

Green Initiatives and Community Engagement
To become a better environmental steward, Constant Contact is reducing its own environmental
waste and promoting its existing culture which broadly supports green initiatives. At its office
locations, Constant Contact has replaced all the plastic and styrofoam with compostable or reusable
mugs, cups, plates and napkins to reduce nonrecyclable waste. As a firm, Constant Contact holds
employee volunteer days with local nonprofit customers to remove trash and clear green spaces
for public use. The team has volunteered with Gaining Ground, a nonprofit organic farm, to grow
food to donate to local soup kitchens, and has supported Earth Day through seed distributions
at their office locations.

Internet Governance and Cyber Security
Constant Contact maintains a strong presence with non-profit forums for safe usage of the
Internet and is committed to remaining at the forefront of the battle for keeping it that way.

All data and information on this slide is provided by Constant
Contact. Siris does not make any representation or warranty,
express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the
information.

Constant Contact is in the process of ensuring that its ability to deliver large-scale email marketing
campaigns directly to target audiences is not misused by cyber-criminals. To that end, Constant
Contact is rolling out Multi-Factor Authentication to all customers for free as a means to combat
cyber crime. By helping ensure that only authorized users are able to leverage the platform and by
taking steps to assure that the platform will not be used as a vehicle to spread damaging content,
Constant Contact is delivering a socially responsible service.
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Embracing
Global Diversity
and Inclusion
Newfold Digital Inc. (“Newfold”)
is a leading web technology company
serving millions of small-to-medium
businesses globally to build a digital
presence that delivers results.
Newfold believes in fostering a culture that
encourages everyone – regardless of race,
gender, ethnicity, sexual orientation,
religious affiliation, or social economic
background – to feel comfortable being
their authentic selves at work. Newfold is
committed to embracing their many
differences and creating an open and
inclusive environment that will help
everyone achieve their full potential, and
ultimately make a positive impact on
colleagues, customers, and the
communities they represent.
All data and information on this slide is provided by Newfold
Digital. Siris does not make any representation or warranty,
express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the
information.

Diversity and Inclusion
Newfold believes education and access to information is key to understanding. Via its Diversity,
Cultural and Belonging portal, employees find information about its 18 employee-led Affinity
Groups, events, observances and more. Newfold has hosted events to serve as platforms for
challenging conversations, such as the “Coming Together to Stop Asian Hate” in March 2021
and the “How to be an Ally” workshop in May 2021. In early 2021, Newfold required all employees
to participate in an Unconscious Bias training facilitated by its Chief People Officer.

COVID-19 Vaccination Drive in India
In June 2021, members of Newfold’s India team worked to organize, plan, and execute four
vaccination drives covering over 650 employees, their families, interns, and consultants.

Encouraging Women to Enter the STEM Field
From July 2020 through June 2021, Newfold’s CFO Christina Clohecy served as the First Coast
Go Red for Women Campaign Chair. During that time, she raised a record-breaking $785,000
for research, raising awareness, and the treatment of heart disease in women. One of the exciting
Go Red for Women programs is the annual STEM Goes Red event. The purpose of the event is to
foster the opportunity for 200 school aged young women from the underserved areas of
Jacksonville, Florida to pursue careers in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics.
Newfold Digital is a proud sponsor of the November 2021 STEM Goes Red event.

Embracing Diverse Leadership
Newfold prides itself on its strong leadership, with more than half of the company’s leadership team
being female, including Chief Executive Officer Sharon Rowlands, Chief Financial Officer Christina
Clohecy, Chief Marketing Officer Paula Drum, Chief People Officer Deb Myers, and Chief Integration
Officer Joanne Del Toro. Additionally, Newfold’s Women in Newfold Affinity Group is one of its largest
and most active, hosting monthly events, including workshops facilitated by outside speakers, panel
discussions, and most recently a female Olympic Gold Medalist speaker.
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